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ABSTRACT

Purpose. Assessment of left ventricular function is important in patients with heart disease.

We hypothesized that regional wall motion assessed qualitatively by cine magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) can predict the left ventricular ejection fraction (EF). Methods. The

correlations between MRI EF and the American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) score

index and a modified ASE score index were established in 117 subjects. The model was

tested in the next 86 patients. Interobserver variability was studied in 30 patients.

Radionuclide EF was compared in 81 patients. Cine MRI studies were performed on a 1.5 T

scanner. Results. From the initial 117 patients, there was a linear correlation between the

ASE score index and MRI ðr ¼ 0:85Þ; but the relationship improved by including a category

of hyperkinetic wall motion ðr ¼ 0:90Þ: Using these correlations to predict MRI EF in the next

86 patients, there was a good agreement (r ¼ 0:93 for the ASE score index and r ¼ 0:97 for

the modified ASE score index). Correlations between radionuclide EF and the EF predicted by

the modified ASE score index or the MRI EF by planimetry were similar (r ¼ 0:91 vs.

r ¼ 0:90; respectively). Four observers tested the model and achieved comparable results

ðr ¼ 0:88 to 0:95Þ: Conclusions. There is a close relationship between ejection fraction and

the ASE score index or modified ASE score index. This correlation can provide an objective

prediction of ejection fraction based solely on a qualitative reading of regional wall

thickening.
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INTRODUCTION

The ejection fraction (EF) has prognostic value in

a wide range of cardiac diagnoses (The Multicenter

Postinfarction Research Group. 1983; Bigger et al.,

1984; Bonow et al., 1985; Chaitman et al., 1980;

Gersh et al., 1985; Gradman et al., 1989; Lee et al.,

1993; Passamani et al., 1985). Magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) is accepted as a gold standard measure

of left ventricular volumes and EF. However,

qualitative decisions regarding how many slices to

analyze near the base of the ventricle must be made

even with automatic analysis methods. This decision

can introduce 15% errors in estimating left ventricular

volumes (Marcus et al., 1999) since the basal slice of

the ventricle contributes disproportionately to the

volume of the ventricle.

Thus far, echocardiography and MRI have primarily

used a qualitative wall motion score for most clinical

purposes including stress testing. While echocardio-

graphic image quality has precluded accurate measure-

ments of wall thickening in most clinical settings,

measurements are more feasible with cardiac MRI

studies (van Rugge et al., 1994). Even if wall thickening

is quantified, clinicians still need to assess regional

function qualitatively.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the

relationship between EF and regional wall thickening

assessed by cine MRI. We hypothesized that the

16-segment model of the American Society of Echo-

cardiography (ASE)(Schiller et al., 1989), as summar-

ized by the ASE score index, should correlate with global

measures of contractile function such as left ventricular

EF. We also measured wall thickening to provide a

quantitative comparison for each of the qualitative wall

motion scores.

METHODS

Study Population

This study retrospectively analyzed the relation-

ship between global and regional left ventricular

systolic function. The initial cohort used to establish

the relationship between measured left ventricular EF

and regional wall motion was composed of

117 patients, aged 47 þ =2 17 years (range 12–78),

with 68% males and 32% females, and the following

diagnoses in order of prevalence: ischemic heart

disease, chemotherapy, aortic disease, congenital heart

disease, cardiac masses, pericardial disease, pulmonary

hypertension, heart transplant, valvular heart disease,

hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, normal volunteer, right

ventricular (RV) dysplasia, dilated cardiomyopathy,

hypertension, and cardiac sarcoidosis.

A second cohort was used to test the relationships

in a completely independent group of patients. The

second cohort was composed of 86 patients, aged

52 years þ=2 16 (range 10–86), with 59% males and

41% females, and the following diagnoses: ischemic

heart disease, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, aortic

disease, normal volunteer, pericardial disease, dilated

cardiomyopathy, valvular heart disease, chemotherapy,

and cardiac tumors.

Cardiac MRI Examination

Patients were scanned in a 1.5 T scanner (General

Electric CV/i, Waukesha, WI) using a 4-element cardiac

phased array coil. Left ventricular systolic function and

mass were evaluated in continuous short-axis slices using

either electrocardiogram (ECG)-gated cine MRI in

steady state free precession (SSFP) (Barkhausen et al.,

2001) or an ECG-gated fast gradient echo cine sequence

(FGRE). Both sequences imaged the entire cardiac

cycle(Feinstein et al., 1997). For the SSFP cine method,

the scan parameters selected included a slice thickness of

8 mm, in-plane resolution of 1:5 £ 1:9 mm=pixel; and

temporal resolution of 41 ms (12 views per segment,

TR ¼ 3:4 ms; TE 0.8 to 1.0 ms). For the FGRE cine

acquisitions, typical parameters included a slice thick-

ness of 8 mm, in-plane resolution of 1:4 £ 1:7 mm=pixel;
and temporal resolution of 56 ms (6 views per segment,

TR ¼ 9:3 ms; TE 3.5 ms). Imaging was performed

during short breath holds.

Regional Wall Motion Assessment

The cardiologist reading the studies was blinded to

the diagnosis and the EF. The regional wall motion was

entered into a database following the guidelines of the

American Society of Echocardiology (ASE). Based on

the initial correlations, a cardiologist reviewed the

studies in a second reading with the express purpose of

subdividing normal segments into hyperkinetic or

normal segments. Each of the 16 segments was assigned

a score (normal ¼ 1 to aneurysm ¼ 5). The ASE score

index was the sum of the regional wall motion scores

divided by the number of segments analyzed. To

calculate the modified ASE score index, a hyperkinetic

segment was given a score of 0.
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Data Analysis

A cardiologist used computer-assisted planimetry to

delineate the epicardial and endocardial borders on short-

axis images of the left ventricle. Quantitative MRI EF

was calculated from end-diastolic and end-systolic

volumes. Left Ventricular wall thickening in mm was

calculated from end-diastolic and end-systolic LV wall

thickness measured using a centerline chordal thickness

calculated from epicardial and endocardial contours.

Measurements of LV wall thickness were performed in

all 16 segments of myocardium. Quantitative measure-

ments for each qualitative grade of regional wall motion

were averaged to provide ranges corresponding to these

abnormalities.

Validations in an Independent Cohort and Against

Radionuclide Ventriculography

Since the initial correlations were derived from two

separate readings of the same studies, independent

validations of the methods were performed in three ways.

First, the methods developed in the initial cohort were

prospectively applied to a completely independent

cohort of 86 patients. Next, the relationship between

ASE score index and the modified ASE score index was

assessed in a subgroup analysis of the 81 subjects from

either cohort that had a radionuclide ventriculogram. No

significant clinical event occurred between the cardiac

MRI scan and the radionuclide ventriculogram. Finally,

the sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value,

positive predictive value, and accuracy of predicting left

ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) above or below

thresholds of 55%, 45%, and 35% were calculated

against both quantitative MRI and radionuclide EF.

Interobserver Variability and Image

Quality Assessments

Four cardiologists interpreted 30 MRI scans to test

interobserver variability of qualitative regional wall

motion reading. Readings of regional wall motion were

committed to paper prior to any discussion of the study.

Next, the endocardial and epicardial traces were

reviewed. A consensus reading of regional wall motion

was recorded as the average of the four readers with

consensus used to resolve split decisions.

Each observer rated overall image quality indepen-

dently on a scale of excellent, good, fair, poor, and

nondiagnostic. The grading was based on the clinician’s

confidence in interpreting regional wall thickening. The

difference between predicted LVEF and measured LVEF

was determined for a subgroup of MRI scans performed

with FGRE ðn ¼ 69Þ and SSFP ðn ¼ 49Þ: We also

determined the range of normal ejection fraction by

FGRE and SSFP in subjects with qualitatively normal

regional wall motion.

Statistical Analysis

Results are expressed as mean ^ standard deviation

(SD). A simple linear regression was used to compare

continuous variables. The method of Bland and Altman

(1986) was used to describe differences between two

observations or measurements. The Spearman Rank

Order correlation was used to compare regional wall

motion on a segment-by-segment basis.

RESULTS

Development of the Model Relating Wall Motion

to Ejection Fraction

The initial cohort of 117 subjects demonstrates a

linear correlation between the ASE score index and the

MRI left ventricular EF (Fig. 1a). Since it is impossible

for a patient to have a more normal ASE score index than

that associated with all normal segments, any normal-to-

hyperdynamic EF is associated with an ASE score of 1

unless there was also a regional wall motion abnormality.

This appears graphically as a clustering of points with

ASE score equal to 1. The clustering of points appears

particularly prominent on the figures because there are

approximately five times as many studies with a wall

motion score index of 1 than any other bin of wall motion

scores. As shown in Table 1, the ranges of ejection

fractions associated with normal wall motion by either

FGRE or SSFP methods agree well with values in the

literature (Bellenger et al., 2000; Beranek et al., 1976;

Butler et al., 1998; Federman et al., 1978; Hains et al.,

1987; Hood et al., 1968; Kennedy et al., 1966; Kuikka

and Ahonen, 1977; Longobardi et al., 1998; Lorenz et al.,

1999; Moon et al., 2002; Moraski et al., 1975; Nakhjavan

et al., 1975; Pfisterer et al., 1980; Pietras et al., 1985;

Plein et al., 2001; van Rugge et al., 1993; Steele et al.,

1976; Wachspress et al., 1988; Wackers et al., 1979;

Waiter et al., 1999; Wynne et al., 1978).

The modified ASE score index correlates with the

MRI EF as shown in Fig. 1b. This correlation was used in

all subsequent test groups to provide an estimate of the left
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ventricular EF based solely on qualitative regional wall

motion. Since the formula for either correlation is similar

(Fig. 1a or 1b), we used the same formula for either the

ASE score index or the modified ASE score index.

Test of the Model in an Independent Cohort

The second cohort of 86 patients was used to

validate the methods developed in the initial 117

subjects. Figure 2a shows the correlation between the

predicted left ventricular EF calculated using the ASE

score index and the EF measured by planimetry of cine

MRI (y ¼ 0:69x þ 14:6; r ¼ 0:93; p , 0:001). The

Bland-Altman analysis (Fig. 2c) shows slight bias

between the predicted and measured EF. There is a

systematic error related to the range of ejection fractions

encountered in people with normal wall motion. This

effect is evident in both displays as a clustering of points

related to a normal ASE score index. The predicted EF is

higher than the measured EF for all subjects with

measured EF , 45% (Fig. 2a and 2c). The lack of a

hyperkinetic score for regional wall motion would be

expected to result in a shift toward underestimation of

high ejection fractions. This effect is seen by the large

number of points below the line of identity for ejection

fractions above 60% (Fig. 2a) and on the corresponding

Bland-Altman plot (Fig. 2c).

Use of the modified ASE score index improves the

relationship between predicted EF and MRI EF by

planimetry (y ¼ 0:88x þ 7:05; r ¼ 0:97; p , 0:001;
Fig. 2b). This effect is qualitatively evident in

the patients with normal to high ejection fractions.

While it would be difficult to tell the difference

between two correlations with an r value of 0.93 and

0.97 since much of the correlation is weighted by low

ejection fractions from patients with few or no

hyperkinetic segments, the differences become more

obvious by studying the predicted ejection fractions in

patients with normal or higher EF. In patients with a

normal or supranormal MRI EF, the MRI EF averaged

70%þ=2 7% while the ASE score index predicted

63%þ =2 2% ðp , 0:001Þ and the modified ASE

score index predicted 69%þ =2 7% ðp ¼ 0:03Þ: Thus,

the addition of the hyperkinetic segment reduces the

error in estimating normal to high ejection fractions.

Comparisons with Radionuclide Ejection Fraction

A total of 81 subjects had a radionuclide

ventriculogram available for comparison with MRI.

Fifty-three percent of the studies were performed within

1 day of each other, 79% within 1 week, but 11% were

separated in time by more than 1 month. In the studies

more than a month apart, the difference between MRI

and radionuclide EF averaged 0%þ=2 7%: Thirty

radionuclide ventriculograms were from the initial

cohort and 51 were from the second cohort.

There is a close correlation between the MRI EF

measured by planimetry and the radionuclide EF

(Fig. 3a, y ¼ 0:99x 2 1:8; r ¼ 0:90; p , 0:001) despite

the wide range of patients included in this study. The

Bland Altman analysis (Fig. 3b) shows increased scatter

Figure 1. Correlation between MRI ejection fraction and the ASE score index and the modified ASE score index in the initial cohort

of 117 patients used to develop the model.
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Table 1. Comparison of normal LV EF determinations with published values.

Method LVEF (%) þ /2SD Reference Comments

MRI (GRE) 64 þ /27 Current paper N ¼ 20 normal RWM

MRI (GRE) 70 þ /27 Bellenger et al. (2000) N ¼ 20

MRI (GRE) 70 þ /24 Butler et al. (1998) N ¼ 20 volunteers

MRI (GRE) 67 þ /25 Lorenz et al. (1999) N ¼ 75

MRI (GRE) 66 þ /23 Moon et al. (2002) N ¼ 10

MRI (GRE) 64 þ /216 Plein et al. (2001) N ¼ 16 (10 volunteers; 6 normal RWM)

MRI (GRE) 65 þ /23 Van Rugge et al. (1993) N ¼ 23 normal volunteers

MRI (GRE) 69 þ /26 Waiter et al. (1999) N ¼ 10

MRI (SSFP) 64 þ /26 Current paper N ¼ 45 normal RWM

MRI (SSFP) 60 þ /217 Plein et al. (2001) N ¼ 16 (10 volunteers; 6 normal RWM)

MRI (SSFP) 64 þ /24 Moon et al. (2002) N ¼ 10

X-ray LV angiography 73 þ /27 Beranek et al. (1976) N ¼ 50 normal RWM

X-ray LV angiography 67 þ /27 Hood et al. (1968) N ¼ 6

X-ray LV angiography 67 þ /28 Kennedy et al. (1966) N ¼ 16

X-ray LV angiography 75 þ /29 Nakhjavan et al. (1975) N ¼ 8

X-ray LV angiography 55 þ /24 Moraski et al. (1975) N ¼ 15 normal RWM

X-ray LV angiography 68 þ /27 Pietras et al. (1985) N ¼ 17

X-ray LV angiography 72 þ /28 Wynne et al. (1978) N ¼ 17

Gated radionuclide 66 þ /28 Wackers et al. (1979) N ¼ 34 normal RWM

Gated radionuclide 66 þ /26 Longobardi et al. (1998) N ¼ 12 volunteers

Gated radionuclide 61 þ /25 Pfisterer et al. (1980) N ¼ 20 volunteers

Gated radionuclide 63 þ /26 semiautomatic

60 þ /26 manual

Hains et al. (1987) N ¼ 24 volunteers

Gated radionuclide 62 þ /29 Federman et al. (1978) N ¼ 14 normal X-ray LVEF

First pass radionuclide 62 þ /28 Kuikka and Ahonen (1977) N ¼ 16

First pass radionuclide 65 þ /28 Wackers et al. (1979) N ¼ 34 normal RWM

First pass radionuclide 66 þ /21 (SEM) Steele et al. (1976) N ¼ 14 volunteers

Ultrafast CT 70 þ /27 Wachspress et al. (1988) N ¼ 10

Abbreviations: LV ¼ left ventricular; EF ¼ ejection fraction; SD ¼ standard deviation; SEM ¼ standard error of mean; RWM ¼ regional wall motion; GRE ¼

gradient recalled echo; SSFP ¼ steady-state free precession:
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at higher ejection fractions but no other significant bias.

The standard deviation of the difference in measured

ejection fractions is 10%.

The ASE score index can predict the radionuclide

EF (Fig. 4a, y ¼ 0:56x þ 21:6; r ¼ 0:87; p , 0:001)

almost as well as it can predict the MRI EF (Fig. 2a).

However, the lack of a hyperkinetic segment leads to

similar underestimations at normal-to-high ejection

fractions. The artificial maximal predicted EF is also

evident on both the correlation (Fig. 4a) and the Bland-

Altman analysis (Fig. 4c).

The predicted EF based on the modified ASE score

index correlates with the radionuclide EF (Fig. 4b, y ¼

0:73x þ 16:31; r ¼ 0:91;p , 0:001),aswellas theMRIEF

by planimetry correlates with the radionuclide ventriculo-

gram (Fig. 3a). Perhaps as a result of referral patterns for

radionuclide ventriculography in National Institutes of

Health (NIH) research protocols, only eight subjects had a

modified wall motion score index of 1 and thus the cluster of

points corresponding to normal wall motion is much less

obvious than in prior figures. Table 2 summarizes the ability

of the predicted LVEF to dichotomize the quantitative MRI

EF or radionuclide EF above or below thresholds between

normal, mild, moderate, and severe LV dysfunction (LVEF

55%, 45%, and 35%, respectively).

Wall Thickening vs. ASE Score Index and Modified

ASE Score Index

The average wall thickening plus or minus 1

standard deviation is shown in Fig. 5a for the ASE

Figure 2. Correlation and Bland-Altman analysis comparing the measured MRI ejection fraction with the ejection fraction predicted

by the ASE score index and the modified ASE score index in the test cohort of 86 patients. For the correlations, the solid line represents

the linear regression and the dashed line is the line of identity. For the Bland-Altman analysis, the solid lines indicate two standard

deviations from the mean (dashed line).
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Figure 4. Correlation and Bland-Altman analysis comparing radionuclide ejection fraction with the ejection fraction predicted by

the ASE score index and the modified ASE score index. Lines and symbols as in Fig. 2.

Figure 3. Correlation and Bland-Altman analysis comparing the measured MRI ejection fraction with the radionuclide ejection

fraction. Lines and symbols as in Fig. 2.
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score and in Fig. 5b for the modified ASE score.

Due to the presence of some markedly hyperkinetic

segments, the standard deviation of normal segments

is 2.8 mm using the ASE score but decreases to

2.4 mm with the modified ASE score. Since there

were only 153 hyperkinetic segments, the 1177 normal

segments disproportionately influence the average wall

thickening on either chart.

The correlation between absolute wall thickening

and the MRI EF (y ¼ 20:19x 2 2:27; r ¼ 0:78;
p , 0:001) improves by binning the wall thickening

measurements into hyperkinetic ð.7 mmÞ; normal (7 to

3 mm), hypokinetic (3 to 1 mm), akinetic (1 to 21 mm),

and dyskinetic ð,21 mmÞ (y ¼ 20:04x þ 3:2; r ¼ 0:86;
p , 0:001). There was a linear correlation between

the qualitative ASE score and the quantitative wall

Figure 5. Quantitative wall thickening corresponding to wall motion scores. The left panel does not include a hyperkinetic score (0).

Table 2. Sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive value of the predicted LVEF as a

predictor of thresholds for mild, moderate, and severe LV dysfunction.

LV EF (%)

Sensitivity

(%)

Specificity

(%)

PPV

(%)

NPV

(%)

Accuracy

(%)

Initial cohort ðn ¼ 117Þ

Qualitative predicted MRI vs. measured MRI LVEF

, 55 88 94 85 95 92

, 45 73 98 89 93 93

, 35 86 98 75 99 97

Independent cohort ðn ¼ 86Þ

Qualitative predicted MRI vs. measured MRI LVEF

, 55 96 92 84 98 93

, 45 95 100 100 98 99

, 35 100 100 100 100 100

Radionuclide group ðn ¼ 81Þ

Qualitative predicted MRI vs. measured MRI LVEF

, 55 90 95 95 90 93

, 45 93 98 96 96 96

, 35 100 98 94 100 99

Radionuclide group ðn ¼ 81Þ

Qualitative predicted MRI vs. radionuclide LVEF

, 55 90 85 86 89 88

, 45 96 85 77 98 89

, 35 100 89 68 100 91
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thickening score using these ranges (y ¼ 0:93x þ 0:21;
r ¼ 0:88; p , 0:001).

Interobserver Variability

The correlation between the consensus reading of

ASE score and the individual observer interpretation

ranged from an r value of 0.97 to 0.99 (Table 3). For all

observers, the standard deviation of the difference from

the consensus reading was less than 0.19 units. Even when

analyzed on a segment-by-segment basis, the observers

agreed well with the consensus reading. The Spearman

Rank correlation coefficient was 0.87, 0.87, 0.92, and 0.88

for the four observers when comparing their individual

regional wall motion score with the consensus score.

Approximately 80% of segments were in complete

agreement with the consensus and 1% or fewer segments

differed by more than one grade. Note that some of the

differences between readers and the consensus result from

errors due to registration of segments, but we did not

adjust for this factor.

For the four observers and the consensus, the

correlation between quantitative EF and the predicted EF

ranged from 0.88 to 0.95 index (Table 4) using the ASE

score index or the modified ASE score. The one- and

two-standard deviation error bars for the predicted

ejection fractions were the same or smaller than the

errors associated with comparing radionuclide ventri-

culography and MRI ejection fractions.

Image Quality

The majority of studies were rated good (56.7%).

Only 2.5% of studies were judged excellent, 3.3% were

rated poor, and no studies were nondiagnostic. Out of

3248 possible segments, no segments were excluded

from regional wall motion analysis. The average absolute

difference between the predicted and measured LVEF

Table 3. Correlation between each observer ASE score and the consensus ASE score.

Observer

Correlation ASE

vs. MRI

EF

Bland-Altman ASE

vs. consensus

1 SD

Bland-Altman ASE

vs. consensus

2 SD

Correlation

modified ASE

vs. consensus

Bland-Altman

modified ASE

1 SD

Bland-Altman

modified ASE

2SD

1 R ¼ 0.97 þ /20.19 þ /20.38 R ¼ 0.99 þ /20.12 þ /20.24

2 R ¼ 0.95 þ /20.23 þ /20.47 R ¼ 0.97 þ /20.19 þ /20.37

3 R ¼ 0.98 þ /20.17 þ /20.33 R ¼ 0.99 þ /20.11 þ /20.23

4 R ¼ 0.95 þ /20.19 þ /20.37 R ¼ 0.97 þ /20.17 þ /20.33

Error bars representing 1 and 2 standard deviations for the estimates based on Bland-Altman analysis are provided.

Table 4. Correlation coefficients between the MRI ejection fraction and the left ventricular ejection fractions predicted by the

individual observer’s ASE score index or the modified ASE score index.

Observer

Correlation

ASE vs.

MRI EF

Bland-Altman

ASE 1SD

Bland-Altman

ASE 2SD

Correlation

modified ASE

vs. MRI EF

Bland-Altman

modified ASE

1 SD

Bland-Altman

modified ASE

2SD

1 R ¼ 0.93 þ /210 þ /219 R ¼ 0.95 þ /28 þ /216

2 R ¼ 0.89 þ /211 þ /221 R ¼ 0.91 þ /29 þ /219

3 R ¼ 0.89 þ /210 þ /221 R ¼ 0.92 þ /29 þ /218

4 R ¼ 0.88 þ /211 þ /223 R ¼ 0.89 þ /210 þ /220

Consensus R ¼ 0.92 þ /210 þ /220 R ¼ 0.94 þ /28 þ /217

Radionuclide

EF

R ¼ 0.87 þ /212 þ /225 R ¼ 0.91 þ /210 þ /220

Error bars for the estimates based on Bland-Altman analysis are provided for 1 and 2 standard deviations (SD). For comparison, the

same statistics for the radionuclide ejection fraction in place of MRI ejection fraction are also included.
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was 5:4 þ =2 3:9 for FGRE and minimally better for

SSFP 4:7 þ =2 3:3:

DISCUSSION

Based on the philosophy that global left ventricular

function should equal the sum of regional function, we

studied the relationship between the 16-segment ASE

score index and EF. While there is a good correlation

between the ASE score index and EF, the relationship

improves when considering hyperkinetic segments.

Thus, the modified ASE score index generally does a

better job of predicting EF but this benefit is largely

restricted to normal and hyperdynamic ventricles. The

strength of these relationships are demonstrated by the

fact that the developed model could predict MRI EF in a

completely independent cohort of 86 patients. In

addition, the model could predict EF measured by

radionuclide ventriculography.

An important question regarding this approach

relates to the difficulty in reading regional contractile

function. It is generally agreed that assessing regional

wall motion is the most challenging aspect in interpreting

echocardiograms (Oh et al., 1999). Indeed, with MRI

studies using fast gradient echo techniques, we found the

long-axis views of the heart difficult to interpret near

the apex, but short-axis views were quite good. The

introduction of fast cine imaging in steady-state free

precession has substantially improved the depiction of

regional wall motion on cardiac MRI studies

(Barkhausen et al., 2001). It should be noted that no

segments were excluded from regional wall motion

assessment in this study of 203 patients. This was

possible because the image quality of cardiac MRI

studies is reasonably consistent from patient to patient.

Furthermore, the wide range of patients studied includes

individuals with ejection fractions ranging from 8–87%.

It should be noted that approximately 5–10% of patients

may have exclusions to MRI, and this retrospective study

did not have a method to track eligibility for the MRI

study.

The current study includes an analysis of the

interobserver variability of MRI assessment of regional

wall motion. Although all readers had completed

standard cardiology fellowships, two of the cardiologists

had less than 6 months experience in cardiac MRI and

one had one year of training. Despite this, excellent

interobserver agreement was achieved both on a regional

basis and on a global basis in terms of the ASE score

index.

Some of the best evidence that MRI is an accurate

method for assessing regional wall motion comes from

the dobutamine stress MRI literature. Dobutamine stress

MRI appears at least equivalent to stress echocardio-

graphy for detecting significant coronary artery stenosis.

(Hundley et al., 1999; Nagel et al., 1999; Pennell et al.,

1992; Rerkpattanapipat et al., 2001; van Rugge et al.,

1994) In addition, dobutamine MRI can predict viable

myocardium in intermediate dose dobutamine stress

(Baer et al., 1998; 2000; Sandstede et al., 1999). Recent

attempts to use real-time cine MRI methods appear

promising for assessment of regional function (Yang

et al., 1998) but may quantitatively underestimate wall

thickening due to suboptimal temporal or spatial

resolution (Plein et al., 2001). We have preferred the

higher resolution and image quality afforded by

averaging several heartbeats during short breath holds.

Thus, in patients able to tolerate a gated cardiac MRI

study, the assessment of regional wall motion appears at

least as good as echocardiographic methods.

The relationship between a qualitative assessment of

regional wall motion and global function has been

studied by echocardiography. In a 9-segment model of

regional wall motion (Berning et al., 1992; McGowan

et al., 2001) and a 5-segment model (Erbel et al., 1985),

there were comparable correlations between global and

regional function. We have not seen a study using the

standard 16-segment model of the ASE.

The incorporation of a hyperkinetic segment needs

to be considered depending on the purpose of the test

(Kjoller et al., 1999). The relationship between EF and

the ASE score index or the modified score index clearly

indicates that the current standard of using a single

category of normal function does not adequately describe

regional contractile function. In fact, most echocardio-

graphers incorporate the hyperkinetic segment when

interpreting dobutamine stress tests. At the same time, if

the purpose of the ASE score index is to detect ischemic

heart disease, it has been noted that a hyperkinetic

segment can cancel out a regional wall motion

abnormality in the modified ASE score index

(Feigenbaum, 1994a, b). In fact, this is one mechanism

by which patients with myocardial infarctions maintain

normal global function.

The relative value of regional wall motion

assessment is also dependent on the clinical setting.

For example, rest regional wall motion and EF is

insensitive to significant coronary stenosis. In the

other extreme of characterizing viable myocardium,

rest regional wall motion has diagnostic limitations as

well (Klein et al., 2002). In some settings such as

acute coronary syndromes, rest regional wall motion is
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particularly powerful since it can detect stunned

myocardium with no evidence of infarction (Kwong

et al., 2003).

Based on this study and prior experience (Kwong

et al., 2003), we find that thresholds of . 7 mm;
7–3 mm; 3–1 mm; 1 to 21 mm, and , 21 mm are

reasonable quantitative correlates to the qualitative

categories of hyperkinetic, normal, hypokinetic,

akinetic, and dyskinetic. The category of aneursym

is reserved for the specific distorted anatomy

characteristic of a thin wall with a systolic and

diastolic bulge from the normal endocardial contour.

Based on Fig. 5b, there is a nonlinear relationship

between the amount of wall thickening and the

qualitative wall motion score. Since the correlation

between ASE score and EF is linear (Fig. 1a and 1b),

there must be a nonlinear relationship between wall

thickening and EF.

For subjects with a normal modified ASE score

index, the measured MRI EF ranged from 53% to 80%

ð64%þ =2 7%Þ: Analyzed from the perspective of

expecting 90% of subjects to fit within the 95%

confidence limits in a two-tailed model, 60 of 67 patients

(90%) were within our previously determined normal

range from 55% to 75%. Thus, the prominent cluster of

points corresponding to the normal wall motion score

index in most of the figures represents the large number

of points at this discrete value.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite improvements in the quantification of EF by

MRI, it is still the responsibility of the interpreting

physician to verify the final report. In our experience,

qualitative predicted assessment of regional wall motion

provides a practical and objective method for estimating

EF. In the data presented in this study, the model predicts

the MRI EF as well as a radionuclide scan can predict the

MRI findings. Interobserver variability appears promis-

ing. Compared with having two observers quantify

LVEF at 15 minutes per observer, the use of a qualitative

LVEF based on the ASE score index could save

12 minutes of analysis per study since wall motion can be

read qualitatively in ,3 minutes: Since completing this

study, we have used the method in quality assurance to

objectively decide whether regions of interest reasonably

summarize LVEF. For practical implementation, a site

should use a cohort of patients that covers the entire

range of ejection fractions encountered when establish-

ing their local standards.
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